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ABSTRACT:

Reduced graphene oxide (rGO) has shown great promise as an air-cathode for Li-air batteries
with high capacity. In this article we demonstrate how the oxidation time of graphene oxide
(GO) affects the ratio of different functional groups and how trends of these in GO are extended
to chemically and thermally reduced GO. We investigate how differences in functional groups
and synthesis may affect the performance of Li-O2 batteries. The oxidation timescale of the GO
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was varied between 30 min and 3 days before reduction. Powder X-ray diffraction, MicroRaman, FE-SEM, BET analysis, and XPS were used to characterize the GO’s and rGO’s.
Selected samples of GO and rGO were analyzed by solid state

13

C MAS-NMR. These methods

highlighted the difference between the two types of rGO’s, and XPS indicated how the chemical
trends in GO are extended to rGO. A comparison between XPS and 13C MAS-NMR showed that
both techniques can enhance the structural understanding of rGO. Different rGO cathodes were
tested in Li-O2 batteries which revealed a difference in overpotentials and discharge capacities
for the different rGO’s. We report the highest Li-O2 battery discharge capacity recorded of
approximately 60,000 mAh/gcarbon achieved with a thermally reduced GO cathode.

1. INTRODUCTION:
Lithium-air (Li-O2) batteries hold the promise for a future generation of rechargeable batteries
with very high specific capacities. The development of such batteries is important for the future
of green technologies. However, promising as these batteries are, much research is still needed,
and many challenges must be overcome [1, 2]. Some of the issues in the future development of
Li-air batteries are: Exploration of stable electrolytes suited for the highly reactive environment
[3-5], lowering of the significant overpotential on charging the battery [6, 7] and improving
cyclability [1]. In addition to these challenges the effects of possible contamination from the air
should also be considered [8, 9]. Development of a stable and lightweight air-cathode for Li-air
batteries is important to achieve its potential. Ottakam et al [10] tested isotope labeled
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C as

cathode material and found that not only the electrolyte decomposes upon cycling. Carbon may
react as well, and the degree of reaction depends on the hydrophobicity of the carbon material. A
capacity retention above 98% upon cycling in 0.5M LiClO4 DMSO has been reached with TiC
[11], electrodes made by vertical aligned N-doped coral-like carbon fibers has shoved high
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cyclability combined with a high discharge capacity [12], and cathodes of woven carbon
nanotubes also displayed high cyclability, both in regards to capacity limited cycles but also for
deep discharged cycles[13].
Reduced Graphene Oxide (rGO) has shown great promise as an air-cathode with high capacity
[14, 15] and the material has many of the abilities desired for the Li-air cathode; it has a high
specific surface area and a good conductivity[16]. rGO may be prepared with a unique 3D
morphology of interconnected pores with sizes on the nano- and mesoscale as well as a structure
which is believed to lead to high capacities for graphene cathodes [14]. Several different types of
related rGO have been tested as the Li-air battery cathode material, such as “normal” rGO [14,
15], doped rGO [17, 18], and metal containing rGO [19-22]. rGO cathodes have been tested for
both the aprotic [14, 15] and hybrid [23] Li-air battery systems with promising results.
Even though rGO has been investigated [16, 24, 25], the difference of the functional groups in
the graphene oxide (GO) and their relation with the functional groups in rGO has not been
explored in detail. Gaining a deeper insight into these properties is important since they may
have an influence on the use of rGO as a Li-air cathode material. We have investigated the effect
of oxidation time on the structure and properties of GO as well as related thermally and
chemically reduced GO. Different rGO’s were tested as cathode materials for an aprotic Li-O2
battery.
GO was prepared by a modified Hummers method [26] and the oxidation time for the GO
synthesis varied between 30 min and 3 days. Chemically and thermally reduced GO was
synthesized from the GO samples. Samples were characterized by Field Emission Scanning
Electron Microscopy (FE-SEM), Brunauer–Emmett–Teller surface area analysis (BET), coupled
Thermogravimetric Analysis and mass spectrometry (TGA-MS), X-ray powder diffraction
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(XRD), micro-Raman spectroscopy, X-ray photoelectron spectroscopy (XPS), and solid state 13C
nuclear magnetic resonance spectroscopy (13C-MAS NMR). Cathodes of selected rGO materials
and cathodes of conductive carbon black Super C65 were tested and compared in Li-O2 cells.
This study shows how some of the functional groups in GO relate to the functional groups of
the synthesized rGO, and how the differences in rGO cathodes affects both discharge capacity
and the overpotential for time limited discharge/charge cycling in a Li-air battery.

2. EXPERIMENTAL:

2.1. GO and rGO Preparation
GO was synthesized according to the modified Hummer’s method [26]. In an Erlenmeyer flask
on ice 3 g natural flake graphite, 325 mesh, with 99.8 % metals basis (Alfa Aesar) and 1.5 g
NaNO3 was mixed under stirring in 100 ml concentrated H2SO4. 12 g KMnO4 was added very
slowly to the still cooled Erlenmeyer flask and cooling was continued for 2 hours. The solution
was then heated in a water bath to 35˚ C for the desired and variable time range (30 min, 1 hr, 3
hrs, 1 day, and 3 days). After heating, the solution was placed on ice and 100 ml ice-cooled water
was added followed by slow addition of 25 ml 30% H2O2. The precipitate was isolated by
centrifugation, washed with 0.1 M H2SO4 and left to vacuum dry at 25 ˚C overnight. GO was
washed by centrifugation, four times with 1 M HCl followed by drying, and four times with
acetone and drying in a vacuum furnace at 25 ˚C. The GO materials were named GOX
(X=30min, 1H, 3H, 1D or 3D, denoting the oxidation time).
HyrGO synthesis, following [27]: 0.2 g GO was delaminated in 200 ml water by sonication for
at least 1 hr and the solution was filtered on a Büchner funnel with filter paper. To a round
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bottom flask containing the delaminated GO 2 ml of hydrazinium hydroxide was added. The
solution was then heated under reflux at 100 °C for 24 hrs, causing precipitation of rGO. The
solution was filtered and the rGO was washed with 5*100 ml milliQ water and 5*100 ml MeOH.
The rGO was dried in air overnight and furthermore dried in an oven at 90 °C overnight.
TrGO synthesis, slightly modified from [28]: 0.2 g GO was placed in an alumina boat and
inserted into a 50 mm (inner diameter) 1m long quartz tube was flushed with argon. Hereafter
the tube was inserted into a tube furnace pre-heated to 1100 ˚C and shock-heated for 2 minutes.
The quartz tube was extracted, cooled, and the TrGO powder was washed out with acetone. The
rGO samples was named TrGOX or HyrGOX (X=30min, 1H, 3H, 1D or 3D, denoting the
oxidation time of the GO).

2.2. GO and rGO characterization
FE-SEM was carried out on a Carl Zeiss Supra-35 instrument, 2kV was used for GO and 310kV for imaging rGO. BET Surface area was measured on a Quantachrome Autosorb-1
instrument and a Micromeritics ASAP 2020 with degassing times from 15-30 hrs at 120 ˚C
(TrGO 300 ˚C).
TGA-MS was performed using a NETZSCH, STA 409CD TGA system coupled with a
NETZSCH, QMS 403D MS system with approximately 15-20 mg of GO, inert argon flow and
0.5 C/min. XRD spectra were measured on a BrukerD8 between 5-80˚ in 2θ with a step size of
0.014˚ in 2θ and a step time of 1.9 seconds. The Li-air cathodes were cleaned and dried in a
glovebox and measured in an air tight dome containing an Ar atmosphere. Micro-Raman
spectroscopy was performed on a home build Micro-Raman set-up described in supplementary
information. Raman data were fitted to a Lorenz function to the D and the G peak [29], see
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supplementary information. The areas under the curves were used to calculate I(D)/I(G). XPS
spectra were recorded on a commercial in-house PHI 5500 spectrometer with monochromatic Al
K radiation. Scans were made with a step size of 0.1 eV and 50 to 80 repeated cycles. Igor Pro
[30] was used for spectral analysis. XPS on cathodes was performed after cleaning them with
dried DME and drying in a glovebox. A single cathode was removed from the battery and soaked
in electrolyte for four days and cleaned prior to XPS measurement. Solid-state

13

C MAS NMR

was performed at 11.7 T (125.6 MHz) using a 3.2 mm MAS NMR probe. Single pulse 13C MAS
NMR spectra (quantitative) were recorded using 15 kHz spinning speed. 13C NMR spectra are
referenced to TMS using the CH resonance in adamantane ((13C) = 38.3 ppm) [31]. Four
samples (GO30min, GO3D, TrGO30min and TrGO3D) were investigated by solid-state NMR
(SSNMR) spectroscopy. MestreNova software was used for the analysis of the data and the
assignment of the 13C resonances is based on earlier published (13C) in GO [32] and liquid state
NMR shifts [33].

2.3. Battery tests
Samples of conductive carbon black Super C65 from Timcal and HyrGO (30min and 3D),
respectively, were mixed for cathodes with polyvinylidene flouride (PVDF) in a 9:1 weight ratio
in N-methyl-2-pyrrolidone (NMP) and drop-casted on cleaned stainless steel (SS) mesh (cleaned
by 1 hr sonication in 2M H2SO4, followed by washing in water and acetone). TrGO (30min and
3D) was mixed with PVDF in a 1:1 ratio and drop-casted on cleaned SS-mesh. Different binder
to carbon material ratios were used as the TrGO samples required more binder to work as
cathode in the battery. The cathodes had an average weight of 1.4 mg for HyrGO, 0.9 mg for
TrGO cathodes (the cathode of the highest measured specific capacity had a lower weight of 0.37
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mg) and 0.9 mg for the Super C65 cathodes. The cathodes were dried in a vacuum oven in the
glovebox at 80 ˚C for 12 hrs. The size of the square-like drop-casted cathodes was 4 x 4 mm.
Paint-casted cathodes of TrGO samples were made by painting a thick slurry on cleaned SS
mesh. The cathodes were dried in a vacuum oven in the glovebox at 80 ˚C for 12 hrs. The paintcasted cathodes had an average size of 50 mm2 and an average weight of 0.7 mg. Li-O2 batteries
were assembled in a glovebox using a custom built Swagelok cell with gas volume of 10 ml. The
batteries consist of a 10 mm Li-disk as the anode followed by two, EtOH cleaned and dried,
Cellgaard membranes, 70 µl 1M LiTSFI in DME electrolyte [34], the cathode on the stainless
steel mesh and additional 140µl electrolyte. The Swagelok cell was activated with oxygen by
flushing 4 x 20 sec at a flow of approx. 2 ml/sec and an overpressure of 0.8 bar. The battery was
disassembled, after flushing with argon, in the glovebox and the cathodes were carefully washed
with dried DME. At least 3 drop-casted cathode batteries were tested with a current of 0.1
mA/cm2 for capacity calculations. The cell test consisted of 3 hrs OCV, 5 min discharge, an
impedance measurement (EIS), 9 hrs and 55min (or 2V discharge), 10 hrs (or 4.65V) charge,
EIS, 2 cycles (10 hrs or 2-4.65V), followed by a deep discharge to 2V. Cycled batteries were
charged and discharged between 2 and 4.65 V at 0.1 mA/cm2 for 10 cycles.

3. RESULTS AND DISCUSSION:
This section describes the characterization of the GO and rGO samples by SEM, BET, TGA-MS,
XRD, and micro-Raman spectroscopy, followed by the XPS and 13C MAS-NMR results, as both
techniques give insight into the functional groups in the samples. After GO and rGO
characterizations selected rGO samples are evaluated as cathode materials for Li-O2 batteries
together with cathodes of Super C65 carbon black.
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3.1. CHARACTERIZATION OF GO AND rGO
The different GO’s in this article are denoted GOX (X denotes the GO oxidation time as being
30min, 1H, 3H, 1D or 3D, H = hour(s) and D = day(s)). The notation for the chemically reduced
rGO, reduced by the hydrazine hydrate method [27], is HyrGOX and for the thermally reduced
rGO [28] it is TrGOX (X = 30min, 1H, 3H, 1D or 3D).
Figure 1 shows selected SEM micrographs of GO and rGO. Figure 1a is a SEM micrograph of
GO30min. SEM micrographs of the other GO samples showed very similar morphology c.f.
Figure S1.

.
Figure 1: SEM micrographs of (A) GO30min, (B) HyrGO3D, (C) and (D) TrGO3D. SEM
micrographs reveal different morphologies with an interconnected porous network for the rGO
samples.
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The SEM micrographs of GO reveal a flat crumbled surface with very few or no penetrating
cavities. SEM images of HyrGO3D (Figure 1b) and TrGO3D (Figure 1c, 30sec reductive heating
and Figure 1d, 2 min reductive heating) indicate two different types of morphologies. The
HyrGO morphology resembles small aggregates, which may be formed by aggregation in the
solution during the reduction process. During the hydrazine reduction GO changes from watersoluble to hydrophobic HyrGO which leads to an observable large scale aggregation. These
aggregated structures have cavities and a number of crumpled layers. TrGO3D in figure 1c
shows small flat particles with a surface resembling “folded sheets”. However, Figure 1d points
to a slightly more crumbled structure, but somewhat similar to the aggregate morphology seen
for the HyrGO3D. Both TrGO and HyrGO SEM pictures show indications of morphologies with
a porous network. No great difference in morphology was observed for the different time
dependent oxidized samples.
The BET surface areas of the HyrGO samples ranged from 353 to 497 m2/g with no observable
correlation with the oxidation time. The surface areas of TrGO were of similar size ranging from
343 to 484 m2/g. However, the surface area of the TrGO’s followed a trend where increased
oxidation time led to a larger surface area. (Table S1 reports the BET values of HyrGO and
TrGO, supplementary information). These increased surface areas might be explained by an
increasing amount of edges and defect formations in the graphene induced by the prolonged
oxidation time and the subsequent reduction method.
TGA-MS was measured for GOX (X = 30min, 1H, 1D and 3D), with similar results for the
different oxidized samples. An initial small loss of mass was observed from 25-110 °C followed
by a substantial 48%, 52%, 52%, and 58% loss of mass for GO30min, GO1H, GO1D, and
GO3D, respectively from 110-210 °C. This was again followed by a small loss of mass up to
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1050 °C. The loss of CO2 is caused by the thermal reduction of GO. The dramatic loss of mass
corresponded to loss of H2O and CO2. At 1050 °C the total remaining mass was 34%, 29%, 28%,
and 22% of the initial mass for GO30min, GO1H, GO1D, and GO3D, respectively, indicating an
increase in functional groups or/and more intercalated water molecules as the oxidation time is
increased. See the TGA-MS measurements in Figure S2.
The five different GO powders has the well-known GO XRD patterns (Figure 2) and Raman
spectra (selected spectra are shown in Figure 3).

Figure 2: XRD of GO30min-GO3D showing an increasing d-spacing of the graphene layers as a
function of oxidation time. The inset shows an expansion for the region of the first reflection.

The GO diffraction patterns of oxidation time GO1H to GO1D have their interlayer distance
((001) reflection)2 between 11.19 and 11.22˚ (d ≅ 7.9 Å), whereas the GO30min showed a

2

For the GO and GO derived materials we have indexed the patterns based on a hexagonal unit
cell where the c-axis is equal to the interlayer distance
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somewhat smaller distance between the graphene layers with the (001) reflection at 11.36˚ in 2θ
(d = 7.78 Å). GO3D has a greater interlayer distance, d = 8.44 Å, which may be explained by a
higher degree of water absorption or functionalization. TGA-MS supports this as GO3D has the
highest loss of mass. Ref [35] shows that intercalation of water in GO has an influence on the dspacing, as an approximately 6% change in the relative humidity in air can downshift the main
peak with 0.5°. This indicates that intercalated water could have a similar effect on the d-spacing.
Furthermore, the GO3D diffractogram shows a weak second order reflection at 20.82˚ (d = 4.26
Å). The chemically reduced rGO (HyrGO) XRD diffractions show a broad (001) reflection
around 24˚ (d ≅ 3.7 Å) whereas the thermally reduced rGOs (TrGO) have the (001) reflection at
24˚ (d = 3.7 Å) for TrGO30min and 26.1-26.4˚ (d ≅ 3.4 Å) for TrGOX (X = 1H, 3H, 1D, and
3D). XRD diffractions of TrGO and HyrGO can be seen in Figure S3. These reflections resemble
the (002) reflection of graphite but with larger interlayer distances. The distance between the
graphene layers are slightly greater for the HyrGOs compared to the TrGO. Both the HyrGO and
the TrGO diffraction patterns display the (100) reflection around 43˚. The HyrGO diffraction
peaks are narrower than those of TrGO which indicates a higher crystallinity.
Figure 3 shows a representative Raman spectra of graphite, GO, HyrGO, and TrGO
(Additional Raman spectra and data of TrGO and HyrGO can be found in supplementary
information; Table S2, Figures S4 and S5).
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Figure 3: Raman spectra of graphite, GO3H, HyrGO3H, and TrGO3H demonstrate distinct
differences between GO, HyrGO and TrGO. The D, G, and 2D bands are indicated in the figure
on the spectra.

Micro-Raman spectroscopy showed a definitive and clear difference between graphite, GO,
and the two different HyrGO and TrGO samples. The D band at approximately at 1350 cm-1 and
the G band around 1590 cm-1 are of a very similar intensity for the GO samples. Previously
Hiramitsu et al. [36] observed a peak around 1750 to 1850 cm-1 related to C=O vibrations [29].
The Raman spectra of our GO samples display a tendency to a very small shoulder in the area of
1840 cm-1, although the signal is too weak to make any definitive conclusion. The Raman spectra
of HyrGO have a lower but broader G peak compared to the D peak and a larger I(D)/I(G) ratio
as compared to the GO samples. The ratio of I(D)/I(G) is often reported as a measure of the
disorder in the carbon material [16, 37], thus the D peak represents the lack of order in the initial
graphitic sp2 plane (G peak). We would expect a decrease in the I(D)/I(G) ratio upon reduction if
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we restore the graphene sheet, however this is not observed. Similar results have been reported
earlier [38] and were explained by creation of graphitic domains in rGO, of which there are more
domains but of smaller domain size than in GO. The TrGO’s spectra show a high G peak
compared to the HyrGO spectra and has an I(D)/I(G) ratio larger than for both HyrGO and GO.
The TrGO Raman spectra display features also seen in amorphous carbon, but this tendency is
not observed in HyrGO. Micro-Raman could not detect large differences between the HyrGO or
TrGO samples which had been made from GO using different oxidation times, see supporting
information table S2 and S5.
XPS measurements of the GO samples demonstrated the presence of carbon and oxygen on the
surface as well as minor impurities of chlorine and sulfur from the synthesis method. The
impurities were not detected in any of the rGO samples. Somewhat similar relative surface
concentrations of carbon and oxygen (C/O ratio) for the GO samples were observed indicating
that an oxygen saturation of the graphene framework is quickly reached. The C1s spectra of GO
had different shapes depending on the oxidation time and were deconvoluted with the expected
binding types being C-C, C-O, C=O, and C(O)O, as in ref [39]. A variation of ±0.1 eV for the
binding energies were accepted for the XPS deconvolution for all samples. The relative
contribution of each bond to the C1s spectra of GO are shown in Figure 4 (these results are also
presented in Table S3). More GO spectra and the relative amounts of deconvolved peaks can be
found in supplementary information, Table S3 and Figure S6. The C-C graphitic backbone is
clearly affected by the oxidation time. As the oxidation time increases the relative amounts of
pure C-C bonds decreases from a ratio of 69% (GO30min) to 51% (GO3D). The relative amount
of C-O bindings increase from GO30 min (25%) to GO3D (36%) as does the relative amounts of
C=O and C(O)O bonds. The increase of C=O and C(O)O could indicate a destruction of the
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carbon backbone as these functional groups are expected to be situated at the edges of the
graphene sheet. The C1s spectra of TrGO were deconvoluted with the expected binding types of
C-C, C-O, C=O, and C(O)O and the HyrGO spectra were deconvoluted with expected binding
types of C-C, C-N, C-O, C=O, and C(O)O following results reported earlier by Stankovich et al.
[27].
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Figure 4: The relative contribution of each bond calculated based on the deconvoluted C1s
spectra illustrating the evolution of the functional groups for GO, HyrGO, and TrGO. XPS
results indicate that selected functional group trends from GO are inherited by HyrGO and
TrGO.
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The survey scans of HyrGO revealed the presence of nitrogen from attached hydrazine as well
as a much higher C/O ratio compared to GO between 19.8 and 11.8. Both results were in
agreement with previous studies [27]. Deconvolution of the C1s spectra for the HyrGO samples
(Figure S6) were performed with a set of chemical guidelines to achieve a high chemical
accuracy in the result, see supplementary information. The relative contribution of each bond
type to the C1s spectra of HyrGOs are seen in Figure 4. Similarly as for the GO samples the
HyrGO C1s spectra show how the C-C bond of the rGO decreases from 74% to 67% as the
oxidation time is increased. The percentages of C-C bond are greater for the HyrGO samples
than for the GO samples, which can be explained by removal of functional groups. The trend for
the C=O and C(O)O groups are similar as for the GO samples, but this is sensitive to by the
deconvolution guidelines. The amount of C-N bonds in the HyrGO samples grow with increased
oxidation time from 11 to 14%. This increase in nitrogen is also observed when the elemental
quantities from the survey scans are compared. The elemental quantities show a small amount of
nitrogen (approx. 2.5-4 %). The increase in hydrazine bonding to the graphene plane can be
explained by an increase in epoxy groups (C-O-C) of the GO as the oxidation time is increased
[27, 40]. This effect demonstrates that the increasing amounts of C-O groups in GO is carried
through to HyrGO. The trends seen for the C-C and C-O bonds in GO seems to be transferred to
the HyrGO samples.
The C1s spectra of TrGO (Figure S5) were fitted with the peaks of C-C, C-O, C=O, C(O)O,
and π-π*. The relative contributions of each bond to the deconvoluted spectra of TrGO are
summarized in Figure 4. The ratio of C-C bonds decreases with increased oxidation time from 72
to 65%, as are also observed for HyrGO and GO. There is a higher ratio of C-C in the TrGO
compared to the GO samples. The ratio of C-O bonds after thermal reduction does not seem to
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depend on the GO functionality as the ratio is similar for all five samples. The ratios of C=O are
slightly decreased and the C(O)O functional groups are similar as compared to those of GO, and
the TrGO samples seem to adopt the GO trend where increased oxidation time leads to increased
amounts of C(O)O bonds. The C=O is increasing up to TrGO3H. The trends seen in GO for C-C,
C=O, and C(O)O seems to be extended to the TrGO samples.
Comparison of the HyrGO and TrGO measurements reveals that the ratio of C-C bond is in the
same range with a slightly higher ratio of C-C bond in the HyrGO samples. There is a much
higher ratio of C-O in the TrGO, but the HyrGO samples contain C-N bonds. The ratio of the
edge bonded groups C=O and C(O)O are similar.
Solid state 13C MAS NMR was performed on four samples of GOX and TrGOX (X = 30min
and 3D), see Figure 5. They show a slightly different result than XPS in terms of functional
groups. However, it is important to note that SSNMR reflects the average composition of the
sample, whereas XPS is a surface sensitive technique. Furthermore, regions near paramagnetic
centers may be invisible due to fast relaxation such centers have recently been identified in GO
[41].
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Figure 5: Solid state 13C MAS NMR spectra of selected GO and TrGO samples with the isotropic
chemical shift regions for the different functional groups indicated.

13

C MAS NMR of the GO samples showed the presence of C(O)O, C-C, C-OH, C-O-C, and

CH3 groups. If the methyl group is ascribed to the washing solvent, acetone, the identification is
very similar to the XPS results for GO. The NMR results for the GO samples are very similar,
see Table 1, the major resonances are aromatic C from the graphene sheet, denoted graphitic in
the table, hydroxyl (C-OH) and ether/alkoxy (C-O-C) groups, which together constitute 90 % of
the sample. There are different graphitic signals in the table originating from slightly different
environments. In addition, smaller components are C(O)O (from an ester or acid group) and
CH3, assigned to acetone (residual solvent). The concentrations of the different functional groups
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calculated from XPS and 13C-NMR are not identical, but as both measurements resulted in broad
spectra this is not unexpected. However, both XPS and 13C-NMR show a decrease in the amount
of C-C bond upon oxidation and an increasing amount of C-OH and C(O)O. However, according
to the XPS C-O increases with oxidation time whereas the

13

C-NMR displays the opposite

tendency. The 13C-NMR does not detect any C=O bonds, with an expected chemical shift around
190 ppm, but these may be below the detection limit (3-5%). The sample composition
significantly changes upon reduction. The aliphatic C-O-C and C-OH groups disappear and the
regions for C=C, aromatic C and carbonyls at 100-180 ppm becomes more complicated implying
the presence of many different local environments. These have been assigned in Table 1.
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C-

NMR of the TrGO samples did only reveal small or zero traces of C-OH and C-O-C groups.
These groups were clearly visible, as C-O in the XPS spectra. A similar disagreement between
XPS and 13C-NMR has been seen for GO and rGO synthesised by Lawsons reagent by Liu et al
[42]. However, the 13C-NMR spectra of rGO show the formation of two new functional groups
compared to the GO: A sp2 carbon single-bonded to an oxygen atom and a lactol group. The
table for TrGO3D does not have the Csp2-O listed, but the broad O=C-O signal at 156.3 ppm may
be split into O=C-O and the Csp2-O functionality, with the concentration being split roughly in
half. The lactol group was detected by Ayajan et al [32] in GO and is a heavily substituted 5 or 6
membered-ring formation. If these types of structures are formed during the heating, they can
explain the presence of C-O groups in XPS as well as the formation of the new groups in
NMR.

13

13

C-

C-NMR shows a decrease in the amount of graphitic signals from TrGO30min to

TrGO3D agreeing with the XPS result. With the splitting of the 156.3 ppm peak in TrGO3D,
under the assumption of the formation of lactol groups, the amounts of the C-O functionalities
are comparable to the XPS results. The amount of C(O)O groups detected with

13

C-NMR is
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much greater than those detected with XPS, but these signals were difficult to assign precisely
both in the XPS and NMR spectra.

Table 1: NMR results from analysis of the 13C NMR spectra of GO30min, GO3D, TrGO30min,
and TrGO3D.
Sample

Assignment

iso (ppm)
 1 ppm

Conc. (%)  Comment
3%

O=C-O

166.5

5.3

”Graphitic”

131.2

41.3

C-OH

70.1

11.1

C-O-C

59.0

38.7

-CH3

29.1

3.5

O=C-O

167.5

4.8

”Graphitic”

133.0

32.6

C-OH

67.9

33.0

C-O-C

58.2

25.3

-CH3

29.9

4.3

TrGO30min O=C-O

166.9

12.2

O=C-O

156.2

3.7

Csp2-O-

147.6

10.3

”Graphitic”

130.1

36.0

”Graphitic”

119

22.7

-C=C-

109.2

2.8

Lactol O-C-O

104.6

12.3

GO30min

GO3d

Ester or acid-derivative

Ester or acid-derivative

Aromatic C
substituent

with

O-
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TrGO3d

O=C-O

167.6

4.5

O=C-O

156.3

19.7

”Graphitic”

138.2

11.0

”Graphitic”

132.4

8.9

”Graphitic”

125.8

17.3

”Graphitic”-C=C-

119.8

17.0

-C=C-

112.3

11.0

Lactol O-C-O

104.4

1.8

92.6

6.3

66.1

1.5

C-OH

3.2. rGO Li-AIR BATTERIES:
Figure 6 shows a battery test for one of the TrGO3D cathodes. The battery test consisted of
three limited cycles (limited by 10 hours or 2-4.6 V) followed by a deep discharge. The three
cycles, limited by time, were made to ensure that the cathodes could both be charged and
discharged. The battery tests showed that all tested materials could be cycled within the limits of
the test.

Figure 6: Battery test of a TrGO3D cathode tested at 0.1 mA/cm2.
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A TrGO30min cathode was characterized by XRD in Ar atmosphere after deep discharge, see
Figure 7. The presence of Li2O2 in the diffraction pattern confirmed that the desired Li-O2
reaction had taken place. No crystalline carbonate species were detected showing that under
these conditions there is no evidence of crystalline decomposition products of either electrolyte
or cathode. XPS on a tested and cleaned cathode showed the formation of Li2O2 (Figure S7). A
similar XPS result was obtained on a cathode which after battery test termination had been stored
in electrolyte for several days. No lithium carbonate was detected on the cathodes.

Figure 7: XRD of deep discharged TrGO30min battery cathode with peak assignment: blue =
Li2O2 and red = SS mesh, FeNi. The XRD diffractogram shows only reflections from crystalline
Li2O2 and no carbonate formation is observed.

The TrGO3D battery tested in Figure 6 has a capacity of 59,792 mAh/gcarbon (total cathode
weight 0.37 mg), which is the largest capacity currently measured for a porous air-cathode for
Li-air. Under the assumption that the cathode has a surface area of 300 m 2/g and is completely
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covered with a uniform layer of Li2O2 the thickness of the layers is calculated to approximately
72 nm. This large capacity was only measured once. However, the other tested cathodes of this
material had the highest average capacity of all the tested cathodes in this study. It was possible
to cycle this battery but only with considerable loss of capacity as the first cycle was discharged
for approximately 59,792 mAh/g, 692 Hrs, then recharged to ~15500 mAh/g (180 Hrs). The
following cycles were deep discharged to an approximate specific capacity of 5931, 2414, 1491,
970 and 631 mAh/gcarbon (60, 28, 17, 10 and 5 Hrs). It was also possible to cycle the HyrGO3D
cathodes, which resulted in four complete deep discharge cycles with a final capacity retention of
11% of original capacity (Figure S8).
The battery capacity varied rather much but the average specific capacity measured at 0.1
mA/cm2 (excluding the large capacity cathode for TrGO3D) is reported in Table 2.

Table 2: The average specific capacity obtained in the Li-O2 battery test for Super C65, HyrGO
and TrGO cathodes (excluding the TrGO3D cathode of approximately 60,000 mAh/g).

Cathode

Binder
content
(%)

Average
specific
capacity/
mAh/gcarbon

Super C65

10

2922

HyrGO30min 10

4063

HyrGO3D

10

1457

TrGO30min

50

6947

TrGO3D

50

11038
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This study shows that the TrGO cathodes have greater capacities than HyrGO cathodes, and
that the HyrGO3D cathodes have an even lower capacity than the Super C65 cathodes. TrGO
cathodes results in the highest capacity in the Li-O2 battery of the tested cathode materials.
The difference in capacity between HyrGO and TrGO may be explained by general
morphology difference or surface effects, since both TrGO samples are superior compared to the
HyrGO cathodes. However, as HyrGO3D are of an even lower capacity than Super C65
cathodes, it may be that the C-N group leads to this decrease in capacity compared to TrGO
cathodes. This would also be in agreement with HyrGO30min having a three times the capacity
of HyrGO3D, even though the difference in C-N content is small. A comparison of the XPS
results for TrGO30min and TrGO3D shows a decrease in the amount of C-C bonds and an
increased ratio of edge groups, C(O)O and C=O. The decreased C-C ratio is not expected to be
important and the C/O ratio do not seem to be of importance as no trend is observed. However,
an increase in the ratio of C=O and C(O)O groups as well as an increased edge formation may
serve as Li2O2 nucleation sites and introduce an increased Li2O2 coverage of the cathode. Since
the highest capacity within the different reduced samples is reached by TrGO3D and
HyrGO30min, respectively, it is possible that C=O, C(O)O and edge formation are less
important for the capacity, and that something else is affecting it altogether. TrGO3D (484 m2/g)
has a larger surface area than to TrGO30min (342 m2/g) and this might be the simple explanation
for the difference in capacity. However, BET results for the HyrGO samples are rather similar:
HyrGO30min 383 m2/g and HyrGO3D of 399 m2/g. If surface area was the defining capacity
factor we would expect similar capacities for samples with similar surface area. All these
assumptions are based on a capacity calculated from the amount of carbon material. However, if
the capacity is calculated on cathode weight the results of TrGO30min would be similar to the
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HyrGO30min. More definitive studies are needed but it is clear that the synthesis procedures of
rGO and the initial GO samples are of immense importance for battery capacity.

Figure 8: Limited battery test cycling curves for the five different cathodes displaying a
difference in the potential reached for the time limited cycles dependent on material.

Figure 8 shows the time limited cycling from specific battery tests of the five different
cathodes. This figure shows how the difference in cathode material results in significant
differences in charging behavior and a possible smaller difference on discharge. It is clear that
the charging voltage at a constant current has a more linear development for the HyrGO cathodes
compared to the more steep curves of Super C65 and TrGO. The time dependent cycling of the
battery shows that the HyrGO cathodes reach the time limit at a lower voltage. The TrGO
cathodes result in a battery cycling which is more similar to super C65. However, the TrGO
cathodes demonstrate a lower end potential and a 2nd and 3rd cycle which are not rising as steeply
as the super C65 cathodes. The HyrGO cathodes showed the lowest overpotential with
HyrGO30min and HyrGO3D being almost indistinguishable from one another. TrGO3D gives
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the lowest end potential of the TrGO cathodes. The lower end potential for the HyrGO samples
might be related to the C-N bonds on the surface, as this seems to be a definitive difference
between the TrGO and HyrGO cathodes. However, other surface effects and morphology could
also explain this. The small difference between TrGO30min and TrGO3D could be due to edge
formation and edge functional groups. These results demonstrate that the time limited
overpotential depends heavily on the cathode material. The cause of this difference might be that
the functional groups make charge-transfer easier as well as surface and morphology effects may
have a currently unknown influence. Conductivity of the cathodes might also affect the
overpotentials, however in the review by Pei et al [16] the conductivity for a HyrGO material is
2 S/cm and the conductivity of TrGO in Schniepp et al [28] is between 10 and 23 S/cm. A low
overpotential is important in Li-air batteries and much research is aimed toward optimizing this.
If the battery material could be tailored to have a more efficient overpotential, the energy
efficiency of the Li-air battery would be improved.
Another type of paint-casted cathode with an average area of 50 mm2 was made and tested at
0.03mA/cm2 for the TrGO30min and TrGO3D materials (50% PVDF). The cathodes had an
average weight of 0.75 (30min) and 0.6 mg (3D) for the larger cathode area compared to the
other type of cathodes, thus they were tested at a lower current per area but at a higher rate per
mass materials. Three batteries of each type of material resulted in an average specific capacity
of 3,734 mAh/gcarbon for TrGO30min and 23,757 mAh/gcarbon for TrGO3D. TrGO3D had the
larger capacity for both types of cathodes. However, where the TrGO3D paint-casted cathode
was superior in capacity compared to that of the drop-casted cathodes, the drop-casted cathodes
were superior to the paint-casted for the TrGO30min samples. This signifies that the testing
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conditions and preparation methods of cathodes as well as the material have to be considered in
order to optimize the battery.

4. CONCLUSIONS:
The effect of oxidation time during synthesis of GO and the following chemically and
thermally reduced GO was investigated. XRD of the GO sample showed an increased layer
distance induced by oxidation time. XPS showed that the oxidation time of GO affects the ratio
of functional groups on the graphene sheets. Part of these functional groups seemed to be
extended to thermally and chemically rGO making the initial GO synthesis an important step
before further reduction.
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C MAS-NMR showed a small difference in the composition of

GO30min and GO3D. In addition, the effect from the thermal reduction of GO to rGO clearly
affects the ratio of the functional groups.
Cathodes of TrGOX and HyrGOX (X = 30min and 3D) were tested, and the highest capacity
for a Li-O2 battery today was reached with a TrGO3D cathode. It was furthermore possible to
cycle batteries of TrGO3D and HyrGO3D, but only with significant capacity losses.
The high capacity combined with the ability to cycle is a very promising result for rGO based
cathodes in Li-air batteries. The battery tests showed that the composition or the morphology of
the rGO samples may have affecting the capacity, and that the different synthesis of the rGO
resulted in very different batteries. The rGO synthesis method also affects time limited cycling
yielding different shaped charging curves with different overpotentials for different cathodes.
This study proved how rGO is a promising candidate for Li-air batteries of great capacity
especially with a tailored rGO composition.
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